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Dear Planning Board:

As requested, we have completed a traffic engineering and site plan review of the

above-noted applic~ti't? that is scheduled to be heard by the Board on July 18, 2007.

In completiIl~:ysis, we reviewed the following information.

> Site plans for "Watchung Hills at North Plainfield, LLC" prepared by Bertin
Engineering Associates, Ine. last revised May 30,2007.

> Traffic Impact Study prepared by Bertin Engineering Associates, Inc. dated
January 10, 2007.

> Supplemental trip generation information presented in a letter addressed to our
office from Bertin Engineering Associates, Ine. dated May 11, 2007.

> Traffic Impact Study prepared by Bertin Engineering Associates, Inc. revised
June 15,2007.

> Correspondence received from the applica~t's- attorney~ Brian Chewcaskie dated
July 5, 2007 identifying changes in the June 15, 2007 traffic study prepared by
Bertin Engineering Associates, 1ne.

The application seeks to develop 225 units of age-restricted housing within
apartment type units. The project consists of nine (9) separate residential buildings,
with surface and underground parking, a separate clubhouse building and pool. Site
access will generally remain as is presently provided to the Villa Maria site with
direct access to Somerset Street (County Route 631), to Interhaven Avenue and to
Grove Street. With the exception of the existing access over the Stony Brook to
Somerset Street, the proposed site driveways to 1nterhaven Avenue and Grove Street
will be slightly relocated, widened and improved over the current configuration.

The following comments relate to the data contained within the traffic study and
review of the site access and circulation.

TRAFFIC El'GINEERrNG

PARKING STIJDIES

HIGHWAY DESIGN

DOT ACCESS PERMITS

MUNlClPAL CoNSULTING

n. The traffic report indicates there is a sidewalk along the westbound side of
1nterhaven Avenue in the area. A field investigation reveals that it is
actually no sidewalk along the site frontage.
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Given the nature of age-restricted housing and that some residents will be commuting to
places of employment, the projections contained in the Bertin report are low.

T7. The distribution of site traffic based on current patterns would not necessarily be an accurate
measure given that the current patterns consist of typical commuting (i.e. home to work,
work to home) distribution. Although certain residents may follow such a distribution, other
residents would likely to be attracted to places of recreation and/or retail, thus not following
typical commuting patterns. However, given the relatively low projected trip generation but
subject to further evaluation by the applicant's traffic consultant, minor differences in overall
distribution should not generally affect the results.

T8. The applicant has projected a build-out year of 2008 which seems overly ambitious given the
approval process at the local, County, and presumably State level (depending on the
environmental impacts), demolition of the existing site, and construction and occupancy.of
nine. new buildings. The traffic study should consider at least an additional year of
background traffic growth to present a more realistic forecast of projected volumes.

In addition, the projection of future traffic conditions should consider the occupancy of a
residential structure located along Somerset Street further to the north in Watchung that is
currently under construction.

T9. With regard to the traffic impacts, we note that the level of service analysis for Somerset
Street and the Route 22 overpass, and Grove Street and Route 22, indicated the specific delay
measure for the various service levels. However a similar analysis was omitted from the
Somerset Street/lnterhaven Avenue intersection as well as the Jennings Lane/Somerset Street
intersection. Although the traffic study indicates that "in spite of the existing low eastbound
and westbound LOS at the Somerset Street-Interhaven Avenue intersection during the
evening peak hour periods, the proposed development will not cause a further degradation",
there would be an increase in delay and worsening of conditions.

While there will be no further degradation in level of service, it is also not possible to have a
level of service worse than an "F". Under the existing conditions the westbound movement
operates with 120 seconds of delay and the eastbound movement operates at 65.8 seconds of
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Given the building heights, it is unclear whether larger equipment will be needed to serve the
site.

SP5. Consideration should also be given to using mountable curbing for the median islands at the
site entrances from Interhaven Avenue and Grove Street for better emergency vehicle access.

SP6. The applicant has proposed a relatively steep driveway intersecting Interhaven Avenue. As
depicted on the plans, the driveway grade is generally uniform at 10%. Ideally, a "landing" or
more level approach would lessen the issue of headlight glare onto the neighboring property
to the north and would make turning movements onto Interhaven Avenue more efficient.
Of concern particularly for older drivers is any potential vehicle reverse rolling on such a
grade.

SP7. Commentary should be provided by the applicant on the safety of the bridge structure over
Stony Brook, subject to the satisfaction of the Board's reviewing engineer. It is noted that
the total cartway width is approximately 15 feet, however there are no sidewalks or other
pedestrian amenities provided or proposed allowing access to Somerset Street. The Board
may wish to explore whether a separate pedestrian walkway would be beneficial leading to
the existing sidewalks along Somerset Street. Given certain convenience oriented uses in the
area such as a bank, convenience store, restaurants, and the Watchung Borough post office to
the north and general access to the Borough .Center further south, a wooden span or other
pedestrian connection linking Somerset Street directly into the site is desirable .

. SP8. The applicant has proposed _street frontage improvements along Grove Street incwding a
narrowing of the cartway directly at Ridge Avenue. It is .assumed that on-street parking will
continue to be provided along Grove Street, however additional signs should be added to the
plans restricting parking near the site driveway intersection so that adequate sight lines can
be preserved.

SP9. The applicant should discuss sight lines particularly for the under-building parking egress
intersections with the interior parking aisles. Any vehicles parked in the immediately
adjacent spaces to the right could obstruct adequate sight visibility.

Typical examples include the southwestern corner of Building 2 and Building 6 and the
northeastern corner of Building 9. At these locations, the applicant has proposed relatively
small 10 foot radii which in general will necessitate a wider vehicle turning radius potentially
into opposing lanes of travel. Consideration should be given to a redesign of the parking areas
to provide improved traffic flow at these locations.

SP10. The applicant should consider providing a uniform pedestrian walkway system that will
allow a resident of any of the existing buildings a means to reach the clubhouse and pool
without traversing on a landscaped area. For example, residents within Buildings 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, and 9 have no means to walk to the clubhouse without a fairly convoluted and circuitous
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The applicant is proposing to construct sidewalk along the eastbound side of Interhaven
Avenue (across the site frontage) and we concur with this improvement.

T2. The table of existing traffic activity featured on Page 5 does not distinguish between morning
and evening peak hours. For the purposes of analysis, it is assumed that the top row of traffic
volumes is for the morning peak hour and the bottom row is for the evening peak hour.

T3. We note that the traffic counts were conducted on the Thursday prior to and the Tuesday
immediately following a national holiday on Monday, January 15, 2007. The applicant
should be prepared to describe the accuracy of the traffic counts. Of particular concern is any
difference due to school holidays particularly during the Tuesday morning immediately
following the holiday and whether the traffic data is representative of "typical" conditions.

T 4. Our office requested supplemental traffic counts at Route 22 and Grove Street. The traffic
study indicates that the applicant conducted the traffic counts along Grove Street, but traffic
counts were not conducted along Route 22 at the same time. If the personnel were stationed
at the intersection to collect the traffic along Grove Street, it is therefore unclear why the
same personnel could not identify the westbound traffic along Route 22. In lieu of actual
traffic counts, the applicant used NJDOT data from November 2005. In light of the
relatively high peak hour factors established in the HCS analysis combined with an extremely
favorable build out year of 2008, the projected future levels of service may be less favorable
than presented in the report.

T5. Notwithstanding the ADA requirements, the applicant should be prepared to discuss
providing additional handicapped accessible spaces given the age-restricted nature of the
project. Consideration should be made to providing at least one ADA accessible space for
each building - Buildings 6 and 8 do not have any immediately accessible ADA parking spaces
proposed.

T6. We disagree with the projected traffic generation as depicted on Page 8 which is further
inconsistent with requirements by the Somerset County Planning Board. The applicant
and/or their traffic consultant should provide clarification on any County Planning Board
status.

In our experience, the County has not accepted ITE data for age-restricted housing. Based
other extensive work our firm has completed in the County for similar projects, Somerset
County has mandated the use of data for market housing, even for age-restricted projects.

Fundamentally, we disagree with the County's position particularly in light of recent traffic
counts completed by our firm at the Canal Walk, Somerset Run and Hillsborough Point age
restricted projects, all of which include detached and attached units. Table I below shows the
projected trip generation based on our research data.
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delay. Under the "build" conditions, Level of Service F remains however the delay is increased
in the westbound direction by 27.2 seconds, a delay increase of nearly 23% and 15% delay
increase in the eastbound direction. The use of relatively high peak hour factors, may also

slightly overstate the actual traffic conditions.

The applicant should be prepared to discuss whether geometric or operational improvements
can be made at Somerset Street/lnterhaven Avenue to address the delay increases and

degradation in operating conditions. Given the multiple jurisdictions involved, it may be
prudent for the applicant to further explore alternates with the County Engineering and
Planning staff as part of any favorable consideration by the Board on the application.

Tl0. With regard to the conclusions, we disagree with the statement that Somerset Street and
Interhaven Avenue have capacity to handle the amount of new traffic proposed. The
applicant's traffic study shows deficient levels of service at Somerset Street and Interhaven
Avenue. It is already operating ata deficient condition suggesting insufficient capacity and
long delays under the current conditions. As a result, it is questioned whether there is
adequate capacity to accommodate the new traffic as generated by the proposal.

We concur with the conclusions that there is adequate capacity along the southerly section of
Somerset Street at Jennings Lane, the overpass ramp, and at US .Route 22 to accommodate
site traffic as well along Grove Street and Route 22. To the extent that higher trip generation
actually occurs, it is anticipated that more site traffic will travel through the intersection at
.somerset Street and Interhaven Avenue particularly to reach points further north (i.e. Route
78}. Further investigation will be warranted in a coordinated effort with .the County to
address the intersection operation.

With regard to the site plan, we offer the following comments for the Board's consideration,

SP1. There are considerable pedestrian amenities, i.e. internal walkways that exist throughout the
Villa Maria property. Given the age-restricted nature of the project, consideration should be
given to preserving these significant design features particularly along the westerly, northerly,
and easterly sides of the site for future residents.

SP2. In addition to the proposed (DO NOT ENTER) signs at the site exit onto Somerset Street,
additional R6-1 (ONE WAY) signs should also be posted along with a R3-2 (NO LEFT TURN)
sign facing northbound traffic and an R3-1 (NO RIGHT TURN) sign for southbound traffic.

SP3. A "STOP" sign should also be posted at the Somerset Street exit.

SP4. The Board should have the benefit of commentary from the North Plainfield and/or Green
Brook and/or Watchung fire companies depending on the service agreements for the property.
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travel path. Particularly for the western buildings, the proposed pedestrian walkways should
connect to the corridor between Buildings 6 and 8 and between Buildings 4 and 6.

SP11. Architectural plans were not provided for review, therefore we cannot comment on the
adequacy of the under building parking which comprises the majority (62%) of the total site
parking. We defer to the Board engineer to confirm that the under building parking spaces
conform to RSIS requirements and have suitable means for vehicular turnaround and/or
access control for residents only.

However in terms of total parking quantity, we concur that the project complies with the
RSIS requirements for the residential units. It is unclear whether the Borough Ordinance
requires additional parking specifically for the clubhouse particularly for social events and use
by non-residents/visitors.

SP12. The applicant should investigate the need for additional guiderail along on the approach end
of the bridge structure, along Interhaven Avenue.

Therefore subject to the applicant addressing these comments, while we believe that the traffic
impacts of the project are relatively low, additional design revisions and/or dialogue with the County
will be necessary to address the off-tract traffic conditions. We look forward to the presentation of

.' these findings at the July 18, 2007 public hearing for the application.

Very truly yours, _

DOLAN & DEAN

CONSULTING ENGINEERS, LLC
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